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 S
Start off the
h iinitiative
i i i “Growth
“G
h in
i Transition”
T
i i ” in
i
2008
 Designed as “Stakeholder-Dialogue”
Stakeholder-Dialogue with
core question: What kind of growth is
ecologically and socially sound in the long
run?
?
 Since then: 5 Workshops in Vienna and
Brussels and international Conference in
Vienna (January 2010)
 Now: 15 partner institutions

Partners
Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water
Management
g
(initiative)
(
)
Austrian Federal Chancellery
Federal Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection
Federal Ministry of Finance
Federal Ministry of Science and Research
Federal Ministry of Economy, Family and Youth
City of Vienna
The province of Lower Austria
UnicreditGroup - Bank Austria
B A U M Group
B.A.U.M
Federation of Austrian Industries
Oesterreichische Nationalbank
The Austrian Federal Economic Chamber
Ecosocial Forum
Club of Rome – European Support Center
SERI, Karuna Consult, Tatwort

 Book and
“Future dossier”

 Contribution to ongoing discussions at EU
level: “Europe-2020” and EU Sustainable
Development Strategy etc.
etc

 International Conference: about 550
participants from 15 countries
 Good mélange of scientific community,
administration civil society and business
administration,
community
 High recognition and positive feed-back that
initiative is carried out by
y several ministries

Topics of the Conference

Topics of the Conference

 Th
The questions
i
“What
“Wh kind
ki d off growth?”
h?” and
d
“Beyond GDP” are presentable issues in the
debate now
 We have to follow the “Beyond GDP”-debate
and
d outcomes
t
very closely
l
l
 We have to keep it on the political agenda and
operationalise the issue: What do we mean by
“qualitative growth”?  what should grow?
who
h benefits
b
fit ffrom growth?
th?

 W
We have
h
to talk
lk about
b
societal
i l goals
l not only
l about
b
our economic goals: e.g. A high quality of life for all,
today
y and tomorrow
 And: What to do, when the time of growth, as the
g
narrative” is over? We need a p
positive postp
“great
growth vision! (AU study: scenarios in case of a
permanent situation of de-growth)
 Link to Europe-2020-strategy: focus/target (?) on
resource use; concretion of “flagship initiative” on
resource efficiency; EU SDS!?

10 Success factors of “Growth in Transition”
 “Questions of our time”: raising fundamental questions such as the
question of a good life or the functioning of our economic system
leads to high identification for various communities
communities.
 “Legitimation”: tying the dialogue up to the EU/international debate
 Snowball effects: from small into big (allow people to feel save with
their open questions
questions...))
 Openness: appreciation for other people’s logics to think about and
deal with issues
 Milestones: such as the book or the unrolling of the debate by
developing a “Presentation of Arguments” for laypersons
 Stakeholder-approach: collective discussions/decisions processes
between state, civil society, science, business etc. are key to manage
the transition towards sustainability
 Inspiration and dialogue rather than persuasion and outcome
orientation
 Trust Building: inviting crucial people to get on board
 Show positive alternatives and images: Another prosperity is
possible!
 Empowerment: looking for and exploiting windows of opportunity
and “moments of transitions” (also small successes count!)

F ll
Follow-up:


The initiative “growth in transition” will be continued to keep the issue on the
agenda:

-

small stakeholder-group discussions to deepen the ten issues of conference
(outcome: “policy paper series” including proposals for policy makers)

-

Research activities towards an “Ecological
g
Macro-Economics” ((AU University
y of
Economics)

-

Public events of different stakeholders (e.g. provincial governments, civil society
organisations…)

-

e.g. elaboration of Austrian “Resource Efficiency Action Plan”

-

Networking with other countries (e.g. visit of Prof. Tim Jackson in Vienna,
workshop)

-

book in English; next Conference poss. in 2011/2012

Be part of the
growth in transition
growth-in-transition
-dialogue!
Conference documentation:
www.growthintransition.eu
www.wachstumimwandel.at
h t i
d l t

